New Thriller Combines the Military with SWAT and Special Forces in One Adventure

A. Calans announces publication of Project XS

HARMONDSWORTH, England (PRWEB) January 23, 2019 -- As part of a secret mission for the U.S. military, several people embark on an adventure, discovering mysteries of unknown on a small island near Tokyo in A. Calans’s new thriller, “Project XS: Are We Ready to Be Advanced?” (published by AuthorHouse UK). The book is available for purchase at: https://www.amazon.com/Project-Xs-Are-Ready-Advanced-ebook/dp/B07LGV2RZW.

Highly trained soldiers — Matt Baker, Jack Kelly, Kayla Jenkins, Alejandro Javier and Sean Price — are part of a U.S. operation in Japan that is developing a special weapon. They are challenged as they struggle with an unprecedented force. As the story unfolds and things go wrong, each person finds additional fights within themselves to be more difficult than the cryptic events occurring on the island. Matt battles with personal issues in life and seeks answers through tough missions on the island. Jack dares to confront the conspiracy theory of their mission. Brave and ambitious, Kayla also offers support to Alejandro after a particularly devastating event. Meanwhile, many of the team are suspicious of Sean, whose intentions are a riddle.

“It is very relevant. It gives a warning sign of what is happening now in digital world and beyond,” Calans says. “For instance, if we give machines and computers too much self-learning algorithms, it might turn out of control.”

“Project XS”
By A. Calans
Softcover | 5 x 8 in | 272 pages | ISBN 9781546297505
E-Book | 272 pages | ISBN 9781546297499
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
A. Calans is a born dreamer from Latvia. Since Calans was a kid he used to draw his own superheroes, but his creative artwork got neglected over the years as life took over. Switching from one job to another, he never found his life’s true fulfilment. Eventually, Calans found inspiration from his childhood and began drawing again. His ideas ended up helping him to create his debut novel, “Project XS.”
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